
 

 

 

REPORT ON RUN 422 ON 4
th 

SEPTEMBER 2022 

Approximately 10 hashers assembled at the NT car park on Woolbeding Common with 5 dogs excluding 

the Ayatollah’s two black Labs. Our Hare Ravinous Curls’ instructions were brief - only a 5 mile run 

because it was a somewhat hilly route that he had chosen.  It still took us 1 hour 25 minutes though. 

The start was delayed for five minutes as someone reported seeing Lost Fart lost down the road. However, 

he and another ‘lost’ caught us up and there were eventually about 13 runners. The current email method 

of indicating the location of the “On On’ is not easy and different to the traditional OS Grid reference 

method used by veterans.  Every Hasher should have an OS map! 

The run started at a brisk pace even though it was steep climbing straight away. A very warm 20-22 

degree temperature soon had us sweating. We nearly had 6 dogs as one of the Ayatollah’s dogs preferred 

a run to a walk but after a few minutes he returned to his master for a walk. As there was no sun it was 

difficult to sense where the Hare was taking us, except upwards!  We swung round in a southerly 

direction from Woolbeding to Pound Common with the terrain somewhat familiar as we had traversed it 

before in 2004 and 2014 (and at other times). 

The Hare’s choice of light coloured wood planings (instead of sawdust) readily stood out and their 

frequency together with checks and hold points kept us together. The summer growing season had closed 

in on some of the pathways despite a public-spirited hasher having taken his battery powered hedge cutter 

on his walks in the area, so he said. 

From Pound Common we went westwards and across the Lynch Road, over Tote Hill and through the 

delightful camp site which was being well used and down a steep stepped path to Woolhouse Farm 

adjacent some open fields to a cacophony of blarting English White cows. An elderly gentleman taking 

buckets of water somewhere - perhaps his hens provided a welcome drink for thirsty dogs. 

We then started a long slog out of the valley in a northerly direction and back across the Lynch Road 

passing a couple of the lost latecomers’ cars - some distance from the NT car park! More hill climbing 

above Redford into the Woolbeding Bowl stopping short of Telegraph Hill and along a relatively level 

ridgeway back to the start - for some dry clothes. 

A short drive to a very busy Milland Rising Sun and convivial well-earned drinks completed a delightful 

late summer Sunday and a well organised run. 

John ‘Douche’ Greer 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 


